From Healthy Ubonrat district to the best district of the World.
Health: state of well being
- physical.
- mind.
- social.
- and intellectual.

Change attitude to achieve Happiness.

To Community Hospital that
- Serve community
- For community
- By community
patients can access health service nearby home with safe and throughout

patients that have to go to the hospital have safe, equality, effectiveness, and humanized care.

Effective and efficient health promotion and health prevention

Provide learning process for interested people to sufficient economy, social, environment, lifestyle lead to healthy body and mind social and intellectual

Hospital that serve community.
Number of visit per capita between 2005 – 2016 comparison between Ubonrat hospital and 2 adjacent community hospitals

From health statistics report : Khonkaen provincial health Office
การพัฒนาคำให้คำแนะนำด้านสุขภาพเพื่อ
การมีสุขภาพดี ของชาวอำเภอภูมิตร

โรงพยาบาลอุบลรัตน์